One has to acknowledge that poverty is fundamentally a relative measure which will probably gain an entirely different meaning as the world economy becomes more integrated…Malthusian notions of poverty are likely to become a distant memory in most parts of the world as global income inexorably expands over the next century, and issues of inequality, rather than subsistence, will increasingly take center stage in the poverty debate.
Ben Bernanke in a recent speech:
The challenge for policymakers is to ensure that the benefits of global economic integration are sufficiently widely shared--for example, by helping displaced workers get the necessary training to take advantage of new opportunities… -Although increased openness to trade promotes growth, not "pro-poor" (inequality rises) -Consistent with a negative impact on poor which offsets the gains from growth due to openness Why are conclusions based on "Orthodox" view wrong?
What is the "Orthodox" view? Poor workers gain in developing countries from opening up to trade because these countries export goods that use a lot of unskilled labor (Anne Krueger)
Why is this viewpoint wrong?
• Workers cannot easily relocate to expanding sectors • Countries protect sectors more that use unskilled labor • Exporters/foreign firms use skilled labor even in unskilledlabor rich countries • Getting goods produced by poor (or using their labor) to global markets requires many complementary policies (infrastructure, human capital development)
